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SLALOM - IX

PRO EDITION

Code Boardname Length Width Vol. W.(+/- 6%) Fin  Fin recomm. fin Sail
      =New Shape cm / ft. cm / inch Liters kg / lbs Box  JP Slalom   Ideal

J3B40SL00PRO056 Slalom IX 56 PRO 234 / 7’8” 56 / 22.0” 81 5.5 / 12.1 TB no fin 28-30 4.7-6.2 

J3B40SL00PRO059 Slalom IX 59 PRO 236 / 7’9” 59 / 23.2” 91 5.7 / 12.6 TB no fin 30-36 5.5-7.0 

J3B40SL00PRO066 Slalom IX 66 PRO 240 / 7’10” 66 / 26.0” 102 5.9 / 13.0 TB no fin 32-40 6.2-7.8 

J3B40SL00PRO068 Slalom IX 68 PRO 240 / 7’10” 68 / 26.8” 112 6.2 / 13.7 TB no fin 36-44 7.0-8.6

J3B40SL00PRO080 Slalom IX 80 PRO 240 / 7’10” 80 / 31.5” 125 6.8 / 15.0 DTB no fin 44-50 7.0-9.5

J3B40SL00PRO084 Slalom IX 84 PRO 235 / 7’8” 84 / 33.1” 135 7.2 / 15.9 DTB no fin 46-52 >7.8

Technology 56 + 59 Basalt Carbon construction, 66 + 68 full Carbon deck,  80 + 84 full Carbon deck and bottom 

Finish Super Limited finish

 Board comes with: 4 foot straps, TuttleBox screws   TB=Tuttle Box ; DTB= Deep Tuttle Box
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SLALOM - IX

56 - 66 - 80    /   59 - 68 - 84

The new Slalom board generation offers again two board 
sizes for each wind range. Depending on your preferred 
sailing style and weight you can chose the perfect board 
for you. Those who prefer more powerful and slightly 
wider boards will go for the bigger size and those who 
look more for maximum top speed and control will chose 
the smaller one. It does not always mean that the big, 
strong and heavy guys will use the bigger boards. It is 
simply a matter of taste and preferred sailing style.
Micah Buzianis, for instance, who is currently fitter than 
ever and has lost 5kg will most probably use the 59, 66 
and 80 in the 2013 PWA World Cups as he generally 
prefers rather smaller than bigger boards.

In general these new boards are substantially easier to 
ride and control than the last generation. The boards 
offer great early planing and acceleration, blistering 
speed and good jibing for advanced riders and not just 
for big and super strong guys.    

Today the level in Slalom racing is so high that the smallest 
margins can decide about success. Tuning the equipment 
became more critical over the years. The key to success 
is making the boards fast in various conditions without 
having to change the trim whenever the wind and water 
situation changes.

On one hand the boards need to “fly” and feel very loose 
in light wind. But once overpowered control becomes the 
deciding factor. 
To master these goals we developed shapes which allow 
the rider to easily find the perfect board angle in both 
ends of the riding spectrum.

SHAPE
The highwind boards (56, 59) as well as the mediumwind 
boards (66, 68) come with double concaves to supply 
maximum control even in very overpowered and choppy 
conditions.
The two lightwind boards (80, 84) feature a flat V 
throughout for maximum lift and lightwind performance. 
Additional curve in the outline between the straps in 
combination with an increasing V flow towards the tail 
gives the boards the ability to work in such a wide wind 
range.
This mixed with the tail cut outs produces perfect water 
release. The boards “fly” in light winds and release all the 
tail pressure in high winds. 
The boards stay flat on the water’s surface and convert 
the power produced by the rig effortless into top speed. 
The new Slalom range (except for the 56 which has a 
proven, unchanged shape) comes with a new generation 
“race deck” and volume flow. We reduced the board 
thickness from the mast base forward. This allowed us to 
add thickness in the foot strap area resulting in a more 
even domed deck. Even pressure on both feet help the 
rider to stay connected at all times. 
This makes high speed runs less exhausting and easier to 
find the right foot position during jibes.

SUMMARY
You can chose from two boards each per wind range 
(high, medium and light wind) depending on your size 
and strength but mostly on your preferred sailing style. 
We love to race and want you to enjoy it as well.

NEW FINS: We developed a great line of Slalom fins for 
these new boards! (See fin page 120)

WE ENJOY RACING AND IT SHOWS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

The JP Slalom boards 56, 59, 66, 68 come 
with TuttleBoxes and 35mm screws. They 
can be used with 'normal' JP Tuttle fins 
(NOT with Deep Tuttle fins).

The JP Slalom boards 80 & 84 come with 
Deep Tuttle Boxes and 50mm screws.
They can be used with both Tuttle fins with
- 50mm fin screws for normal JP Tuttle fins
 and Deep Tuttle fins
- 35mm fin screws for JP Deep Tuttle fins
 (ideal)

 Boards: SLALOM - IX
 sizes 56 66 80 59 68 84
 race sails <6.2 6.2 - 7.8 7.0 - 9.5 5.5 - 7.0 7.0 - 8.6 >7.8

TuttleBox Fins  

SLALOM
Size Length Area (cm2)

30 11.8" 216 5.1 - 6.2   30 5.5 - 6.2

32 12.6" 235  6.2  32 5.5 - 6.7  

34 13.4" 257  6.2 - 7.0  34 6.7 - 7.0

36 14.2" 278  7.2 - 7.0  36 7.0 6.7 - 7.0

38 15.0" 299  7.0 - 7.8  38  7.0 - 7.8

40 15.8" 320  7.8  40  7.8 - 8.6

42 16.5" 344   7.0 42  8.6

44 17.3" 366   7.0 - 7.4 44  8.6

46 18.1" 389   7.8 - 8.5 46   7.8 - 8.6

48 18.9" 411   8.5 - 9.5 48   7.8 - 9.5

50 19.7" 434   9.5 50   8.6 - 9.5

52* 20.5" 458    52   >9.0

*=Deep TuttleBox Finbase

Board/Sail/Fin Recommendation




